
share our space - shtiebel venue hire fees & charges 2024
The Shtiebel has been created as a unique space, that has all the warmth and charm of a vintage home

but all the flexibility and accessibility of a premium communal space. We welcome individuals and
organisations who are looking to host meetings, classes and events to consider sharing our space.

We also welcome conversations about ongoing Collaborations with individuals and organisations who
would consider making The Shtiebel their home.

Our unique space is available hire during business hours and after hours or weekends.

basic venue fees

confirmation fee $180

non-refundable deposit to reserve the space/s for
your event and can be used towards your final
invoice.

The Shtiebel (full day) $720 a bissel shtiebel (full day) $360

includes exclusive use of the entire venue for the
day.

use of a classroom or meeting room for the day
during standard business hours.

The Shtiebel (half day) $360 a bissel shtiebel (half day) $180

includes exclusive use of the entire venue for four
hours (see below for additional hours)

use of a classroom or meeting room for four hours
during standard business hours (see below for
additional hours)

caretaking & cleaning

to ensure the maintenance of our space, cleaning
and resetting of our space is required after your
event.

Option 1: you take responsibility to clean and reset
the space, or bring your own staff to do so.

Option 2: we take responsibility to clean and reset
the space, at $50/hour for a minimum of 4 hours.



additional venue services and charges (optional)

additional hours $180/hr security approx $65/hour
min. 4 hours

for events that require access to the building for
longer than four hours we recommend reserving a
full day, or additional hours are available.

if you wish to have uniformed security on the door
at your event, we are happy to facilitate this service
for you.

cutlery, crockery & glassware $50/hour streaming and/or recording $180

to help reduce waste, we are happy to provide
cutlery, crockery and glasses for use at no cost, for
up to 100 people.

If you would like to use them, depending on your
event and how you plan to manage caretaking &
cleaning, we may require someone to assist with
dishwashing at $50/hour.

if you wish to share your event with those unable to
attend in person, we can assist with streaming
and/or recording facilities.

PA system $180 event management $50/hour

set up of sound system, including battery-operated
speakers, wireless microphones and microphone
stands. We can also use our portable sound system
to fill the courtyard space.

alleviate any worry about the details of the day. We
can coordinate and oversee all the logistics, liaise
with any contractors (caterers, band/dj etc),
allowing you to fully enjoy and focus on your event.

other needs

if there are any other resources or supplies from
The Shtiebel that we might be able to assist with,
these can be discussed and arranged to fit your
event and fees discussed with our team.


